Adjusting *Daniel Swarovski Crystal Eyewear*

Swarovski crystal is cut from the highest quality glass. To increase the brilliance and “sparkle”, a very high index glass is used. An Optician’s pliers can damage the Swarovski Crystal very easily. *Daniel Swarovski Crystal Eyewear* should be handled as a jeweler handles the finest jewelry.

- Pliers or Screwdrivers should never touch the crystal.
- All the frames come in excellent standard alignment; careful handling during glazing will maintain that alignment.
- When adjusting *Daniel Swarovski Crystal Eyewear* the preference is to use your hands instead of tools as much as possible.
- On the 3-piece mounting, use pliers at the bend and use your thumb at the hinge to add more curve or less curve. Use pliers with padding on one side and a half-round on the other. Be extremely careful to place the pliers between the crystals and not on them.
- The crystal inherently has no give and therefore will not bend. Contact with the crystal is not necessary and not recommended.
- The length of the Penta crystal makes it vulnerable; please handle carefully.
- Do not try to bend beneath the crystal on any frame.

Swarovski Crystals are mounted on the frames with the same care, precision and techniques as fine jewelry and when handled as such will give your patient extended satisfaction.